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EXCLUSIVE EVENT
MERCHANDISE!
T-Shirt

Available in black and white in a
variety of sizes. Top quality shirt
and printing, a great souvenir.

25

$

Keyring
$

2
‘If you have to ask’
sticker

3

$

Official event DVD

All the action from both days
of the Mopar Rumble 2010.

Grab yours today!

30

$

LIMITED STOCKS
AVAILABLE!
2
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All items available at the
Regals Mopar Car Club
monthly meetings, or at
www.moparrumble.com.au

The

Prez
January 2011 President Report
Welcome to the first edition of the newlook 2011 Regals Torque magazine.
Bruce Rayne has taken control of the
editorial duties, and as you can see, he’s
putting his industry knowledge to good
use! At this point, on behalf of the committee, I’d like to thank Andrew Pana,
for all of his hard work to date in putting
together one of the best club publications
I’ve seen. The amount of time that goes
into the newsletter is considerable, and
it’s all done purely for the love of it. The
last Regals Torque was sent out via email
as an e-zine, and if you didn’t receive
it, please look at the newsletter section
of the Regals website. You’ll find all the
previous newsletters there. As you may
be aware, we haven’t had the means to
print the Regals Torque newsletter for
some time.
However, we now have things under
control, but due to the prohibitive cost
of printing a full colour publication,

Sez

the newsletter will now be distributed
quarterly instead of bi-monthly. There is
an advantage though, as we will have a
bigger newsletter with some great new
columns, and a lot more hi-res images.
In this edition, you find the Mopar Rumble
2010 event report; wrap up report, and
pictorial essay. For those of you who
couldn’t attend, the Mopar Rumble was a
huge success, and we are already starting
to plan the 2011 event. There’s no need
for me to say too much here about the
2010 Rumble, as there is plenty to read
about it in this newsletter!
In general news, I’m proud to say that in
January 2011, we hit a bit of a milestone,
and this club now has over 100 members.
Along with the growth of the club, 2011
is going to be an exciting year for the
Regals. In between our monthly “Rollin’
Rumble” club runs, there are a huge
amount of shows and runs to attend
throughout the year. The events page
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of the website is constantly updated,
so be sure to check it regularly. There
are some exciting builds about to commence, including two Hemi conversions
among others, and of course there’ll be
plenty of pics on the website. We’ll be
keeping busy with the planning of the
2011 Mopar Rumble, and I’m sure you’ll
see more Mopars than ever at Sydney
Dragway getting those times down in
anticipation! Anyway, I hope you enjoy
the new Regals Torque Newsletter, and
I’ll see you on the road.
Chris Mede - President
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Charity $$$
We at the Regals are proud to
announce that around $1000 was
donated to the Museum of Fire
Penrith via gold coin donations,
swap meet entry and raffle
ticket sales from the Saturday
component of the Mopar Rumble.

placed to educate families
in the dangers of fire,
particularly families and
children, whilst also
preserving the heroic
heritage of our fire services.
www.museumoffire.com.au

Museum CEO, Mr Mark White was
pleasantly surprised at the amount,
considering it was an inaugural event. He
also commended us on the professional
manner in which the event was conducted,
and openly welcomed us back for the
next Rumble.
We would like to take the opportunity
to personally thank Mark White, and the
Museum for hosting the Mopar Rumble
on the Saturday, and for helping to
promote the event. We encourage you
to visit the Museum of Fire, as it’s a
community museum, and is uniquely
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While on a similar topic, the Regals
committee would like all Regals members
to know that we donated an estimated
$750 worth of toys to the Kmart Wishing
Tree Appeal just before Christmas. The
Kmart Wishing Tree Appeal is Australia’s

largest Christmas gift appeal. Thanks to
the incredible generosity of Australians,
the Appeal has collected more than 4.9
million gifts for people in need over the
past 22 years.
www.wishingtree.kmart.com.au

Thank you, from the Prez
As most of you already know, I had an
unfortunate incident with my hardtop on
the Saturday afternoon of the Rumble. I
T-boned a car at a notorious roundabout
on Mulgoa Road while on the way from
the Museum of Fire to Sydney Dragway to
set up for Sunday.

What was quite amusing (for want of a
better word) was to see friends and club
members’ reactions to the damage. No
one knew quite what to say! They just
looked at me with an expression that can
only be interpreted as “Mate, I’m feeling
for you!

It’s funny though, because I always
thought I’d go bezerk if I ever smashed my
car, but with the massive stresses of the
event, and an extremely tight deadline, I
just got on with what had to be done and
didn’t really give it much thought.

Anyway, the car was still drivable, but due
to my schedule—and the rain—I didn’t
get a chance to race it on Sunday, but at
least it was a part of the event when my
brother drove it in the burnout comp.

Anyway the purpose of this story is to
give a heartfelt thank you to a certain
group of people. Regals member John
Gallagher (VIP273), who witnessed the
accident, took pity on me, and without
my knowledge, took it upon himself to
pass the hat around to various people on
Sunday at the Rumble to raise the money
for my insurance excess.
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I was absolutely humbled when $500.00
was given to me at the following club
meeting. So to those who contributed, I
thank you sincerely, as that kind gesture
sure took the sting out of the tail of the
whole claim process. Now, who knows a
good panel beater…

FROM THE EDITOR
Hi everyone, allow me to introduce
myself. My name’s Bruce Rayne, and
I’ve taken over the editorial duties of the
Regals Torque magazine from Andrew
Pana.
Pana has just had way too much on his
plate in recent months, and hasn’t been
able to dedicate as much time as he would
like to the Regals Torque magazine, so I
have stepped in to have a crack at it.
Many of you already know me, but for
those who don’t, I’m an old friend of
Chris and Andrew Mede, and I’ve been
contributing my time to the Regals
Mopar Car Club for some time now. I did
the Regals website, the Mopar Rumble
website, as well as doing a bit of parttime photography and helping with a
few administrative tasks. You may have

also seen me running around the Mopar
Rumble with a video camera. I’m very
new to the world of Mopar, buying my
1970 Dodge Phoenix 400 hardtop from
Brett and Tracy Roberts last year.
As Chris already mentioned in his
president’s report, you’ll notice a few new
things with the Regals Torque magazine
this issue. Firstly, it’s got a whole new
look! Secondly, we’re changing to a
quarterly format, with the plan to use the
extra lead time to provide more substance
in each issue. We’ve also sourced a
different printer, and we’re hopeful that
this will see an increase in the overall
quality of the magazine.
You’ll find that this issue is just crammed
with Mopar Rumble content. Apart from a
fantastic range of pictures, we also have
Gordon Kyd’s 4,000 word epic summary
of the event—it’s well worth a read! We
didn’t have much room for anything else

in this issue, but look out for some great
new articles coming in future issues.
I’ve had the unbelievably challenging
task of selecting which photos should be
featured in this issue of Torque. At the end
of the day, there’s only limited space, so
if your car isn’t inside, please don’t take
it personally. If we had enough pages I’d
be happy to put all 5,000 of our photos in
it! Don’t forget that there are over 2,500
photos up on the Mopar Rumble website,
and that we have recently added quite
a lot of photos from some of our guest
photographers.
www.moparrumble.com.au
Your feedback and input is welcome, so
if you have anything you think is worth
putting in the newsletter, please feel free
to send it to me at info@regals.com.au.
Enjoy!
Bruce Rayne — Editor
REGALS TORQUE
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by Chris Mede

Welcome to the wrap up report for the 2010
Mopar Rumble. We at the Mopar Rumble
Committee and The Regals Mopar Car
Club hope those of you who participated
as an entrant or spectator thoroughly
enjoyed yourself. The feedback we have
been given by participants, spectators,
entrants, sponsors, event hosts and the
media has been over whelmingly positive.
It’s this sort of feedback that for us makes
it all worthwhile, and we believe that for
an inaugural event of this scale, it was a
huge success.
It goes without saying that an event like
this wouldn’t even get off the ground if
it wasn’t for the unbelievably hard work
and massive amount of time put in by the
Mopar Rumble committee. It cannot be
overstated how much work goes on in
the background leading up to an event like
this, and I thank them immensely for their
dedication and time, opinions and ideas,
connections and professionalism. We all
had a job to do, and all got on and did it
and I believe the dedication payed off.
Another vital part of putting an event
like Mopar Rumble is funding. Luckily,
members of The Regals pulled strings
and used connections to help source the
sponsors for this event. Something that
still amazes me today is that we had 95%
of our Sponsors on board within 3 days
of releasing our sponsorship packages.
Some sponsors wanted to be on board
from day one, and some took a huge
leap of faith in our abilities, and I thank
them all. I hope they were impressed
with the results of their generosity. So far
the feedback I’ve received has been very
positive to say the least.
Another group of sponsors need
recognition too. They are the trophy
sponsors. Early on in the planning, we
decided that run-of-the-mill trophies
won’t do for this event, so we went with
some custom designs that were not
only innovative, but also very costly. We
decided to open up sponsor packages for
trophies, and again the sponsors were
quick to jump on board. A thank you goes
out to those businesses.
We also received a lot of positive
comments regarding the Trade/Display
area at Sydney Dragway. The trade area
required an immense amount of work
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to organise, both in administration and
in physical set up. From all reports it was
very well received, so the effort was well
worth it. We appreciate all of the sponsors
and traders that traded on the day, and
we’re told the rain kept traffic constant
throughout the trade area, and some
traders prospered nicely!
Although the Mopar Rumble was held
over 3 days, it all culminated on the
Sunday at Sydney Dragway, and it was
always going to be about the Sunday. We
at the committee would like to take the
opportunity to thank some of the entities
that made the Sunday a success despite
the rain. Firstly, the professionalism of
the staff at Sydney Dragway made our job
easier on many levels. Leading up to the
event, they were always available to assist
us with any enquires or advise us when
needed, but it was on the day that their
professionalism shone through. In reality,
it was a shocking day weatherwise for a
motorsport event, but the staff, and track
officials kept their minds on the job, and
although it rained on and off, we still got a
few hours of racing in.

We all had a job
to do, and all
got on and did
it and I believe
the dedication
payed off.
Considering the weather, it was a Godsend
that the following teams where involved
with the Rumble. The Bad Attitude Racing
Team of Paul and Sheeree Madill, and
Graeme and Wendy Cowin and the crew
from Rocket Industries. The Bad Attitude
Racing Team had arguably one of the best
displays going around. Paul and Sheeree
brought three race boats, the Funny car,
and support semi for everyone to drool
over, and those who attended will surely
remember the Top Alcohol Boat having
its Hemi started-up on the day. Paul got
into his race suit more than once on the
day to show us what the Dodge Charger

Funny Car has, but alas the weather just
wouldn’t let it happen. Maybe it was apt
that Paul and Sheeree brought the boats
along!
Graeme and Wendy Cowin and the crew
from Rocket Industries also had a huge
presence on the day. They showed up
with the holy grail of Mopar in Australia
for 2010 “King Kong Cuda” along with the
famous “Psycho III” Nitro Altered drag car,
and one of the most impressive support
semis in the country. Graeme fired up
Psycho III while we were waiting for the
track to be prepped earlier in the day, and
in what can only be described as one of
the best prizes in a free raffle ever, Graeme
and Wendy were also kind enough to offer
a seat in Psycho III while it was started up!
Surely a once and a lifetime experience. In
fact I caught up with the prize-winner just
after it had been issued, and he described it
as unbelievably awesome, but he thought
he was going to die! Anyone who had had
a face full of Nitro fumes will sympathise!
Thanks again to the team from Rocket and
Bad Attitude Racing. A bunch of Mopar
nuts who know how to entertain a crowd,
even without track time!
A huge thank you also has to go out to
Les Binkhorst, our MC and announcer on
the day. Les is a Mopar man from way
back, and his professional manner shone
through, as the constant rain had him
talking up a storm (no pun intended) for
most of the day!
Although the Sunday was the main event,
the Saturday component at Museum of
Fire, Penrith was a great success too. Many
thanks must go to Mark White, the CEO of
Museum of Fire for his enthusiasm, advice
and help to make Saturday at Mopar
Rumble as easy as possible. All who
attended would agree that the Museum is
a fantastic venue for a car show. Thanks
also has to go to the team at Brad’s
Garage for the Dyno comp, and Andrew
and the team at Meguiar’s for getting on
board just in time to offer prizes for the
Saturday show ‘n’ shine. The food was
well organised by the Nepean Caged Bird
Society, and their professionalism was
appreciated by all.
On a personal note, besides from my
utmost appreciation for the committee
involved in the planning of this event, I’d
like to give a special nod to Bruce Rayne of
Branchus Creations. Bruce is a committee
member, and a Regals member who

is responsible for the Mopar Rumble
website, and most of the design in our
literature and advertising. Bruce will also
be responsible for the Mopar Rumble
DVD, which I’m sure will be up to his usual
high standards.
After all is said and done, the big thank
you has to go out to the punters who
supported the event. We can confirm
that we had participants from NSW, WA,
SA, NT, VIC, QLD and FNQLD, and that is
humbling considering it’s our first major
event. We hope to see you all back for
Mopar Rumble 2011 for what is going to be
a massive event.
So to wrap up, a very heart-filled thank
you to all involved in Mopar Rumble 2010.
From the Regals, to the Mopar Rumble
committee, sponsors and traders, event
management, media and participants, we
look forward to an even bigger event this
year! I assume (possibly in ignorance) that
this year’s event will be somewhat easier
as far as planning and time given for the
dedicated committee, but considering our
goal is to trump the 2010 event, it looks
like a lot of hard work is still ahead! Rest
assured, the creative juices are flowing,
discussions have started, comments have
been considered and ideas are many. Do
yourself a favour, and put November 11th.
12th and 13th in your calendar…
Chris Mede
President — The Regals Mopar Car Club.
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After months of planning,
preparation, organisation,
stress, heartache and hairpulling, the weekend of the
Mopar Rumble 2010 finally
arrived.
With such a unique event, we had nothing to
compare to, and no idea what to expect. We had
set an incredibly high standard for ourselves, but
we were beginning to wonder if we’d set it too
high for an inaugral event.
Thankfully, the Mopar Rumble 2010 was a complete
success. Apart from a few things that were beyond
our control (such as the weather) everything went
pretty much to plan, and the event has left its mark
on Sydney. And now that the dust has settled, we
have an even higher standard to meet in 2011.
Words by Gordon Kyd. Pics by Gordon Kyd, Bedrina Afa,
Shane Sharp, Dimi Papoutsis, Craig Regan and Cackling
Pipes Photography.
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The Mopar Rumble 2010 started on the night of Friday
the 26th of November with a “meet ‘n’ greet” at the
Sebel Parramatta. It was a fun and relaxed night,
where many of the interstate visitors got to meet the
locals over a cold beer. Apart from a rather “Moparunfriendly” car park (they didn’t have the larger car in
mind when it was built), the night was a real success,
with fun had by all.
Saturday morning was an early start for the participants of the Mopar Rumble cruise, but a McDonald’s
coffee and McMuffin helped to wake us up and get us
ready for the big day ahead. It was a fantastic range of
cars that assembled in the car park of Wentworthville
McDonald’s, and after a brief orientation session on
the cruise route, we got underway.
As with any cruise, the hardest part is staying together.
The traffic lights at the McDonald’s were only letting
around 6 cars through each cycle, so it was quite a
while before everyone was in motion.
We regrouped a few kilometres into the journey, then
departed again, with a thunderous sound that had to
be heard to be believed. It was truly a sight to behold
watching nearly 40 Mopars snake their way along the
Great Western Highway.
Travelling through one of the most arterial roads in
Western Sydney, we received plenty of horn toots and
waves, as people walked out of shops just to get a
closer look at the procession.
The journey took about 30 minutes, and had us
arriving at the Museum of Fire in Penrith at around
10.30am. Michelle, Chez and Tracy were at the gate,
collecting the gold coin donations with a smile!
As the cars began to assemble on the grass, it became
clear how many people had turned up, and this
was only the lead-up event! Proud owners showing
off their beautiful cars under the scorching sun. The
swap meet was also a success with quite a few people
turning up with their boots full of bits, and plenty of
bargains to be had.
continued over…
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The dyno comp got underway almost immediately, run by the team at Brad’s Garage from
Katoomba. Unfortunately, many of the horsepower results were a bit lower than those
recorded by some other dynos, but the results
were consistent, so we still had all we needed
for a competition!
The results are listed below, but one of the
standouts would have to be Mick Dukic’s
unique turbo-charged silver VC Valiant. It won
the “horsepower hero”, just before it had a
slight overheating meltdown. It was a clear
winner, even though everyone was certain
there were a few extra horses that didn’t even
get a chance to come out of the stable.

Even wit h t he
sweltering heat,
it was a hugely
entertaining day
George did a fantastic job on the microphone
as MC for the day. He walked the fine line
between comedy and bad taste, but managed
to stay fairly restrained (more or less) given
that it was very much a family day.
Cold drinks were the top-sellers of the day,
as the mercury shot up into the mid 30s. We
ended up erecting a couple of extra fold-out
shelters, as people became desperate for
some shade.
Paul Madill and the Bad Attitude racing team
were there, along with one of the top-fuel
boats, which was fired-up around lunchtime.
The engine roar was almost deafening, with
most sensible people stuffing their fingers into
their ears in an attempt to stop their brains
exploding. Even then, you could still feel the
power thumping against your chest.
Even with the sweltering heat, it was a hugely
entertaining day, keeping almost everyone
there for the duration. Most people packed-up
and headed home at around 3pm, hoping for
a good night’s sleep in preparation for Sunday!
Dyno Comp Results
Slant 6
136hp
Hemi 6
227.9hp
Small Block
262.1hp
Big Block
225.9hp
Modern
328.2hp
HP Hero
338.8hp
Lowest HP
121.7

Tyler Roberts
Russel Richardson
Chris Mede
Raf Jelicich
Brett Roberts
Mick Dukic
Geoff McNiff

Show ‘n’ Shine Results
1st: Tracy Roberts — 1955 Chrysler New Yorker
2nd (tied): Chris Mede — 1970 VG Hardtop
2nd (tied): Raf Jelicich—1968 Dodge Coronet
Museum CEO Choice: Mick Dukic—VC Valiant
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The Sunday component of The Mopar
Rumble was always going to be the
big gun of this huge event with the day
comprising of a show ‘n’ shine, the
visual spectacular that was the burnout
competition and the biggest draw card
of the whole event: drag racing! Nothing
on this scale or with these attractions had
ever been organized in Sydney specifically
for the Mopar community, so being the
inaugural event made for some serious
anticipation. One of the most pleasing
aspects of Sunday was the positive buzz
and excited atmosphere that hung in the
air. As anyone knows, an event without
atmosphere is half dead yet even the
overcast morning and dark clouds that
threatened a downpour didn’t dull the
upbeat spirit coming from competitors
and spectators.
To say that the Sunday was just a show
‘n’ shine, a burnout comp and drag racing
would have done the day an injustice, as
there were loads of other amazing things
for punters to check out. The massive
trade hall at Sydney Dragway became the
center of the event for most of the day
due to the constant drizzle and the need
for spectators to seek shelter. This trade
hall was full of Chrysler related stalls with
traders selling their wares, coffee and
food venders and an impressive display
of trophies at The Regals stand, waiting
to be handed out at the end of the day
to the prospective winners. Adding to
the atmosphere within the trade hall
was a comprehensive Chrysler engine
display that was set up and contributed
to by a number of Regals members. Paul
Madill from The Bad Attitude Racing Team
topped off the display by generously
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lending a monstrous blown 498ci Hemi
boat engine. Rocket had a hemi in
there too. Directly behind the engine
display, four of The Regals most tidy and
unmolested VE Valiants were lined up and
on show, making the trade hall feel like it
had its own miniature Chrysler museum at
its heart. Partitioned-off by chain, Michelle
and Simon’s magnificent purple VF
Hardtop also stood on display presenting
its new higher stance, fatter profile tyres,
tougher wheels and massive new 528ci
big block power plant. Unfortunately the
VF’s upgrades weren’t completed in time
for Mopar Rumble 2010 but I’m sure many
spectators appreciated getting an “up
close and personal” view of this 2 door
beauty. Expect to see it in action for 2011!
Directly outside the trade hall, the Benny’s
Gear trailer and the Rocket Industries Team
formed a makeshift courtyard, giving this
space a carnival feel. Highlighting the area
in front of the Rocket Industries truck was
Graeme and Wendy Cowin’s ‘King Kong
Cuda’, a magnificently modified 1970
Plymouth Barracuda—a work of art in
anyone’s language—which sat opposite
another of his beautiful creations, the
old skool nitro-fuelled altered “Psycho III”
which boasted a blown Hemi. Within a
stone’s throw away was The Bad Attitude
Racing Team truck displaying a number
of Paul Madill’s intricately painted Mopar
powered race boats, including his 7000hp
Hydro Top Fuel drag boat and his blown
injected alcohol Hemi Dodge Charger
funny car. On two occasions during the
day, Graeme Cowin fired up “Psycho III”
as did Paul Madill with Top Fuel drag boat.
The deafening roar of these blown Hemi
engines cut through the car park with

decibel readings off the chart, yet at the
same time acting like a people magnet.
This brought about huge gatherings
of spectators with both team displays
attracting crowds of fascinated onlookers
trying to get a gander at these massive
horsepower engines churning away. This
all added to the atmosphere while fueling
the punters’ hunger for drag racing.
The first entrance to the car park area
at Sydney Dragway was designated for
show ‘n’ shine entrants and drag racing
competitors so from 7am, the slow yet
steady flow of Mopar owners passing
through the gates began to build. By
8:30am, an impressive crowd of classic,
modern and strip-ready Chryslers were
parked up, and a notable excitement was
growing. I had only ever been to static car
shows like the All Chrysler Day, but this was
a real contrast. The majority of competitors
present for drag racing had brought trailers
full of tools, air compressors, racing
slicks, performance parts and all the gear
required to maintain a vehicle designed
for speed. The toughest, most “serious”
Mopars had their spots near the race
scrutineering sheds and I have never seen
so many brutal looking Yankee Chargers
and Super Bees grouped together in my
life! These babies were all purpose-built
for straight line racing and seeing them
being re-shoed with slicks added to the
feeling that this wasn’t your average car
show. In amongst the Yankee muscle
were some extremely angry looking
Aussie Valiants that had been modified for
performance and only vaguely resembled
their stock origins in pursuit of speed.
Bonnet scoops, protruding air cleaners,
tubbed-out rear ends housing massive
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rubber and engines way beyond the cubic
inches of their original factory specification
were the order of the day. You just had to
look at Brett McNiff’s monster 9-second
VG hardtop with its parachute to know it
was business time.
The show ‘n’ shine reached its peak
turnout somewhere between 11am and 12
noon but the constant threat of rain and
half-assed drizzle was clearly affecting the
number of spectators coming through
the gates. Even so, there were a very
impressive number of cars considering
it was a miserable overcast morning
that guaranteed a wet car. The quality
of the Mopars that came out and braved
the weather on Sunday was second to
none. You can get an idea of the variety
of Chryslers on show from the small
selection of photos here. To see even
more, have a look at the photo gallery
on the Mopar Rumble web site under
‘Sunday Other’.
With everything running well at the show
‘n’ shine (apart from the weather), the drag
racing was delayed due to the constant
precipitation spoiling the surface of the
drag strip. The rule at Sydney Dragway is if
there’s any water on the track, there’s no
drag racing. This was a major stress for the
event organizers and disappointment for
spectators and competitors alike. At 11am,
Chris was faced with the daunting decision
to cancel the day and send everyone
home or continue on, risking a financial
loss if the rain continued. The tough
decision was made and Mopar Rumble
2010 was given the green light to go on
regardless. Fortunately within an hour
the rain eased off, so to keep the masses

entertained while the drag strip dried off,
the abrupt call was made over the PA for
the burnout entrants to make their way
to the marshalling area. The burnout
competition was originally scheduled
to commence after the drag racing had
finished around 3pm, however this dry
window of opportunity was too good to
miss and spectators needed something
entertaining while the track preparation
tractors dragged those tyre plows up
and down the drag strip. This lead to the
frantic changing of strip tyres to sacrificial
burnout rubber and the sound of rattle
guns filled the show ‘n’ shine area as the
burnout entrants went to work preparing
their cars. As it turned out, only 5 cars
had pre-entered the burnout comp and
members of The Regals owned all but one
of those cars. These guys were lined up
and ready for tyre frying in an impressive
amount of time and the crowd excitement
was at fever pitch when the first Mopar
made its way to the tyre abattoir. First
up on the burnout pad was Andrew
Mede piloting Chris’ much-loved red VG
Hardtop, showing its fresh battle scars
from a front-on accident that occurred
on the way home from the Museum of
Fire the previous day. For a first official
burnout comp, Andrew turned a mean
wheel in anger and the VG seemed to
warm to the task and produce more tyre
smoke as the burnout progressed. The
appreciative crowd cheered as he left the
pad after a job well done.
Next up was James Anthony in his
purpose-built lavender coloured VG
hardtop stroker. Anyone who knows
James is aware that he is an animal who
has no respect for rubber, and no fear

behind the wheel! When he was given
the nod to start, the distinctive note of the
stroker barked as a heady plume of white
smoke bellowed from the punished rear
rubber. James threw the hardtop around
like it was lightweight hatchback, not the
5m long goliath it is, while shrouding
the pad into a complete whiteout. The
crowd were boisterously cheering and
loving every second of James’ crazy
display. It was evident he was a master
of the craft—a burnout specialist—as he
produced the most amount of smoke on
the pad and the longest burnout out of all
the competitors. His trademark tail swings,
which were scant inches from the concrete
barrier, racked up cheers but it was the
two handed wave and “V” for Valiant hand
gesture that brought most noise from the
crowd. He came; he smoked it; and he
entertained with his departure from the
pad ending in shredded radials.
Following James performance was
George in his beautiful blue Dodge Dart
GTS. Due to “mechanical problems” (in
the form of his rear brakes locking hard;
we’ve all seen George fry the tyres in his
GTS, but today wasn’t his day) the Dart
only managed to chirp without much
smoke to show for it. My thoughts went
out to George, as there’s nothing more
intimidating than being on a burnout
pad and not smoking up in front of a
hungry audience, especially following
a skid master like James. I reckon those
minutes on the burnout pad would have
felt like hours. Either way, good on him
for getting out and giving it a go!
Next on the pad was the massive blue
barge that is Craig’s 1968 Dodge Phoenix
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Ute. Without a doubt, Craig’s ‘one of a kind’
Ute is probably the largest and longest
Chrysler to ever smoke up a burnout pad.
As the Mopar Rumble commentator Les
Binkhorst amusingly remarked over the
PA, “As you can see, it has the turning
circle of The Queen Mary” when it failed
to complete a one point turn. The Dodge
Ute made the burnout pad look like a
kiddies play pool and watching Craig spin
its humungous ass around was hilarious.
What made the whole scene all the more
interesting was that this huge Ute was
running full rear rubber (295s) and not the
obligatory ‘sacrificial’ tyres, so its 360 had
its work cut out as it scorched the tarmac.
I really don’t think anyone there had ever
seen anything like it. Craig claims that the
Dodge wasn’t well after its smoke show,
so his solution was to dump the engine
and get the Ute engineered for a Hemi…
The last burnout competitor was the only
non-Regals member in the tyre frying
comp and the only Mopar to not be
running a bent 8. Michael Ramsay’s tidy
yellow Centura is a deceptive weapon
and he knows just what to do to put on
a performance. Built and nurtured to life
by Dominator Engines, this V8 crushing
265 Hemi 6 is the powerhouse to a smoke
factory. This Centura in action has to be
seen to be believed and Michael saved
the best show for last. As the higher
pitched scream of the Hemi 6 signaled
the start of the burnout, the white plumes
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bellowing from the Centura’s rear were
instantaneous and generous. This little
rocket completed a 360 in the first few
seconds while still burning powder out of
rubber. Mr Ramsay caned his Chrysler and
it was always happy to respond, drifting
and spinning without breaking a sweat.
All the while he was waving his arms
to the crowd, egging them on to make
noise and show their appreciation. They
did just that and he won them over fair
and square with an impassioned display
of tyre shredding and frantic driving. The
climax to his burnout saw him half exit the
car with one foot planted on the throttle,
the other on the tarmac with him slapping
his helmet and throwing his arms in the
air. It almost looked surreal watching the
wall of smoke dissipate as a strong gust
of wind blew it away, leaving the Centura
clearly visible for the first time since the
burnout began. When he exited the pad
to the roar of the spectators, it was a
foregone conclusion that he had taken out
the ‘Burnout Competition’ trophy for The
Mopar Rumble 2010.
Everyone was fired up by the burnout
comp and was now champing at the bit
for some straight line racing. As the rain
had taken a long breather during the last
30 minutes allowing the quarter mile to
dry out, the track preparation tractors
finished their duties and made way for
some weird, wonderful and downright
volatile strip storming Mopars! Around

noon, the Christmas tree sprung to life
and the drag racing began.
Being one of the event photographers of
the day, I was given access to all areas, so
for the next 2 hours I had one of the best
seats in the house that was within feet
of the cars on the starting line. From this
vantage point, I could clearly see the eyes
of the drivers and recognised many familiar
faces behind the helmets. I was so close
that when the Chryslers launched to the
green light and bolted down the runway
roaring at full throttle, I could feel the
engine vibration throughout my body. To
be honest, most of the best photographs I
took were of the cars warming their rubber
in the short burnouts before making their
way to the Christmas tree. So many of
these cars I had photographed in the
show ‘n’ shine but nothing impressed me
more than seeing these beauties pushed
hard and screaming as they turned from
show cars to strip fighters. Even the most
subtle and faithfully unaltered looking
Valiants took on a toughness from this
position. One magnificent Mopar that
fitted this category and stood out to me
early in the piece was Cameron Tilley’s
immaculate black VC Regal. Up close it
was flawlessly finished and for the most
part a very stock looking Valiant but the
assisted slant under the bonnet turned
this classy looking sleeper into a rabid
animal. To prove a point, this beautiful
looking VC made the quickest pass in the

street strip Valiants hitting the track such
Slant 6 assisted category in an extremely
as Shane McCue’s blue 410 stroked VF
impressive 11.56 seconds. Another
Hardtop pulling 11 seconds at 117mph or
stunning piece of Chrysler tin that couldn’t
Daniel Morato of The Regals pushing his
have been more straight and tidy was a
monster big block powered VH Charger
metallic blue AP6 housing a very healthy
to the tune of 11.9 seconds, the amount
sounding 360ci V8. It was amazing to see
of Val workhorses racing was extremely
this APE in action rather than it sitting static
impressive. Utes and wagons traditionally
in a car show looking great but somewhat
represented tradesmen or family cars
docile. Aussie Chargers were out in force
back in their day but at The Rumble, they
as it seemed like every 5th Mopar lining up
offered variety and a uniqueness to the
to race was a Chug, adding to the proof
look of the strip. Take Kyle Smith’s white
that the popularity of these short wheelrat AP6 Wayfarer Ute for example. With
based sports coupes has never wavered
white wall tyres, rear airbags, checkered
since their production. There were also
windscreen visor, eye lid headlight covers
a number of Pacers out on the track that
and hot rod style pillar mounted rear view
were doing the stripey Vals proud with
mirrors, this 318 Ute was all style while
Russel Richardson’s brutal orange tough
producing 15.69 seconds at 90.22mph.
and tubbed 265 VG sedan picking up the
What about Graham Woodfood of The
fastest time in the Hemi Six Aspirated
Hunter Valley Chrysler Club in his purple
category with a pass of 11.6 seconds at
s Internet Solutions
360 powered AP5 Safari Goon smoking it
116.9mph. The Regals’ own Daren
Business Adam
Internet Solutions
up sideways and pulling a near PB time
showed that his well preserved VF Pacer
of 12.81 seconds at 105mph! Not only
didn’t only look like a sweet stocker but
was it awesome seeing a wagon hit the
dug deep with its 225 slant producing a
track but Graham also took out the Best
time of 15.546 seconds, taking out the
Reaction Time of the day with a 0.007.
trophy in the Slant Six Aspirated category.
There were close to half a dozen Valiant
When it came to Chryslers at the serious
wagons having a dig on the strip with a
end of drag racing, you couldn’t go past
number of VE Valiant Safaris competing
Brett McNiff’s 461ci big block VG Hardtop!
(my personal favourite). Trent Roberts
Bashing out 9.7 seconds at 141mph from
drove his brother’s 1979 Lil’ Red Express
the lightning-bolt 2 door, he launched
pick-up, and it was a real novelty watching
down the ¼ mile pulling off the fastest
that bus have a blat.
time in the Competition Class and the only
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Mopar to breach 10 seconds on Sunday.
While there were loads of heavily worked

On a personal note, the amount of quality
US Mopars competing in the drag racing

made my day. I had never seen so many
tough looking 1968-69 Super Bees before
let alone watching them screaming down
a tarmac. It was very satisfying to witness
Steve Reimann’s lovely white 1967 Dodge
Dart (with its tan vinyl roof) pull an 11 second
pass or Raf’s 1968 Coronet 500 become a
tyre frying smoke machine before the
Christmas tree. Corey’s beautiful red
Roadrunner was in on the action and took
out the Sydney Dragway’s Choice trophy
while Brett’s 1970 Super Bee looked like
pure class when lining up to make a
pass. As for nostalgic Yankee dragsters,
Al Burger’s green 1964 Plymouth Fury
altered AFX gasser was truly breathtaking
on the eye but the gloss was taken from it
when I later found out it was powered by
a Chevy donk. While it looked like a classic
drag beast, it pulled fairly average times,
however, The Mopar Rumble was its debut
appearance after all and some further
tuning may have been in order. Alan
Walker’s 1964 super stock Dodge Phoenix
was another trip to the old skool and the
tyre warming burnouts it produced from
its 318 Poly were downright righteous.
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One just has to look at the trophy results
on the Home Page of The Mopar Rumble
web site to give you an idea of the diversity
of Chryslers racing… and these were just
the trophy winners not to mention the
countless others that competed! Scenes
such as Tracy Roberts in her modern 300C
SRT8 Wagon taking on Geoff McNiff in
REGALS TORQUE
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his classic old 1962 ‘Bones’ S Series were
commonplace. Then there was Julie Kerr
in her 1934 Dodge Coupe hotrod taking on
an extremely tough looking 1969 Super
Bee and a Mopar powered 300ZX (boo
hiss!) competing against a race ready
‘Thar She Blue’ VF Pacer. It certainly was a
mixed bag of variety on the drag strip with
all eras of Chrysler represented, even a PT
Cruiser driven by Julie Rigby hit the track!
While there was one short pause in the
racing as a light sprinkle concerned race
officials, the rain held off for 2 hours in
total giving most competitors at least 2
passes. What prematurely marked the
end of drag racing on Sunday was when
an impressive orange 1970 Super Bee aka
BSTUNG metaphorically dropped its guts
down the track, spoiling the surface with
oil and bits of engine. It was during the
clean up of around 20 minutes that the
rain returned and finally set in, canceling
the racing for the day. The biggest
disappointment was that only 4 cars
after the Super Bee, Paul Madill’s Dodge
Charger funny car was waiting to make its
first pass, but alas, it was never meant to
be. As the rain fell harder, I trudged back
to the trade hall with my camera gear to
watch the trophy presentation.
Like all trophy presentations at car shows,
it’s only the very patient or the winners
themselves who stick around to watch
as they are as boring as bat shit at the
best of times. Surprisingly the trade hall
was full of people when the winners
were announced, which was probably
attributed to the heavy downpour outside,
making the hall a welcome refuge from
getting drenched. I won’t bore you with
details of the winners; it’s all on the
Rumble web site. Steve Hawkins won the
completion that included a night for two
at The Sebel and the opportunity to sit
in ‘Psycho III’ while it was fired up. Steve
made his way to the altered blown Hemi
and settled into its seat. Graeme Cowin
cranked the engine over and it burst to
life with the ferocity of a napalm-induced
kiss. As the rain flowed down in sheets
off the roof of the Rocket Industries truck,
the immediate area surrounding ‘Psycho
III’ was effectively sealed, preventing the
volatile pure alcohol fumes from escaping.
Steve was subjected to a cocktail of noise
and air pollution most people aren’t privy
to so lets just say that he may have found
more joy in a WW1 trench full of mustard
gas and machine gun fire than he did
winning this prize. It was an ‘experience’
that’s for sure!
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As spectators and competitors slowly
exited Sydney Dragway under a gray
and weeping sky, it concluded Mopar
Rumble 2010. A fair majority of Regals
members stayed to help pack up unsold
merchandise, tables, gazebos or load
the Chrysler engines on the back of a
truck. While exausted, I was left with
the warm satisfaction that the day was a
success and a job well done regardless
of the rain. It was an extraordinary
Chrysler event where everything that had
been promised was delivered. With the
feedback I received from punters I spoke
to throughout the day, Mopar Rumble 2011
was already marked in their calendars.
One way or another, The Regals Mopar
Car Club pulled off something in Sydney
that had never been done before and
hopefully in the future, the words “Mopar
Rumble” describe the leading Chrysler
event in Australia.
Until the next rant, see you behind the
lens.
Warm Regards Gordo
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Access
Equipment
Scissor Lifts
Boom Lifts
Vertical Lifts
Materials Handlers
Aluminium
Scaffold Towers
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